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Abstract. Feature selection is a process of selecting a subset of relevant features
from a large number of original features to achieve similar or better classification
performance and improve the computation efficiency. As an important data preprocessing technique, research into feature selection has been carried out over the
past four decades. Determining an optimal feature subset is a complicated problem. Due to the limitations of conventional methods, evolutionary computation
(EC) has been proposed to solve feature selection problems. Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is an EC technique which recently has caught much interest from
researchers in the field. This paper presents a review of PSO for feature selection
in classification. After describing the background of feature selection and PSO,
recent work involving PSO for feature selection is reviewed. Current issues and
challenges are also presented for future research.
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1 Introduction
In many fields such as data mining and machine learning, data sets may contain a large
number of features. However, the redundant or irrelevant features may reduce the classification performance. In order to solve this problem, feature selection is proposed
to pick a subset of features that are relevant to the target concept [11]. By removing
the irrelevant and redundant features, feature selection could significantly shorten the
running time, improve the classification accuracy, and/or simplify the structure of the
learned classifiers or models [11]. However, feature selection is a difficult problem, especially when the number of features is large [49,28]. Therefore, the optimal solution
cannot be guaranteed to be acquired except when an exhaustive search is performed.
However, an exhaustive search often takes a long time [50]. In real-world applications,
obtaining good solutions in a reasonable amount of time is more interested than being
obsessed with optimal solutions.
EC techniques are population-based techniques with a set of genetically motivated
operations. These operations are used by a population of candidate solutions to obtain
the optimal or near-optimal solution of the problem. Recently, different EC algorithms
have been applied to feature selection problems such as particle swarm optimisation
(PSO) [3,23,27], genetic algorithms (GAs) [30,41], genetic programming (GP) [29,32],
and ant colony optimisation (ACO) [16,35]. As a relatively new EC technique, PSO is
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Fig. 1. General Feature Selection Process [11]

inspired by social behaviour such as birds flocking and fish schooling. Compared with
other EC algorithms such as GAs, PSO is easier to implement and can converge more
quickly [19]. It has been shown to be an effective method for feature selection problems
[3,15,23,27]. This goal of this paper is to review recent work about PSO and its binary
version called binary PSO (BPSO) [18] for feature selection in classification and to
find the need for future research. The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
Feature selection is introduced in section 2 and Section 3 describes the standard PSO
and BPSO algorithms. Section 4 reviews recent studies about PSO for feature selection
in classification. The final section discusses current issues and challenges.

2 Feature Selection
Feature selection attempts to select the minimally sized subset of features that are necessary and sufficient to describe the target concept [11]. Its purposes include reducing the
amount of data needed for learning, shortening the running time, improving the system
accuracy, and increasing the comprehensibility of the learned model [24]. Fig. 1 shows
the process of a typical feature selection method [11], which consists of five basic steps:
1. Initialisation: A feature selection algorithm starts with an initialisation procedure
based on all the original features.
2. Subset discovery: A discovery procedure to generate candidate subsets. It is a
search procedure [22], which can start with no features, all features, or a random
subset of features. Many search techniques including conventional search methods
and EC techniques are applied in this generation step to search for the best subset
of features.
3. Subset evaluation: An evaluation function to measure the goodness of the generated
feature subsets.
4. Stopping criterion: The algorithm will stop according to a given criterion, which
can be based on the generation procedure or the evaluation function. The former can
be a predefined number of features selected or a predetermined maximum number
of iterations reached. The latter includes whether an optimal feature subset according to a certain evaluation function is obtained or whether addition or deletion of
any feature does not produce a better subset.
5. Results validation: The validity of the selected subset is tested by carrying out tests
on unseen data.
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Table 1. Taxonomy of the reviewed papers
PSO for feature selection
Wrapper approach
Filter approach
Continuous Sing.Obj.
[3,15,23,27,45]
[14]
PSO
Multi.Obj.
[48]
Binary
Sing.Obj. [1,9,10,20,21,25,26,39,47,49,50,51][4,6,5,7,8,33,36,38,40]
PSO
Multi.Obj.
[44]
[42,43]

Based on whether the subset evaluation process includes a learning algorithm or not,
Langley [22] grouped different feature selection methods into two broad categories: filter approaches and wrapper approaches. Filter approaches are utilized to select features
based on the evaluation criterion without using a learning algorithm. They are argued
to be computationally less expensive and more general [7,50]. On the other hand, wrapper approaches implement a learning algorithm to construct a classifier in the evaluation procedure. They add or delete features to produce various feature subsets, and
then measure the subsets depending on the performance of the developed classifier.
Compared with filter approaches, wrapper approaches usually produce better results,
especially when the classifier is designed to solve a particular problem. However, they
are computationally expensive when the number of features is large [32]. In order to
take advantage of both wrapper and filter approaches, recent studies proposed a hybrid
approach in which filter methods were first used to select informative features before
transferring to wrapper methods.
Naturally, an optimal feature subset is the smallest one that can obtain the highest
classification quality, which makes feature selection a multi-objective problem [37].
Single-objective approaches can only produce one subset of features. Feature selection as a multi-objective problem producing several trade-off subsets can meet different
user requirements in real-world applications. This paper briefly reviewed different PSO
based feature selection algorithms, which can be seen in Table 1.

3 Particle Swarm Optimisation
3.1 Continuous Particle Swarm Optimisation
Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is an evolutionary computation technique proposed
by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [12,17]. In PSO, each potential solution is called a
bird or particle with no weight and no volume. The ith particle flies in a D-dimensional
search space to find the optimal solution. There is a vector xi = (xi1 , xi2 , ..., xiD ) presenting the position of particle i, where xid∈[ld ,ud ] , d ∈ [1, D], ld and ud are the lower
and upper bounds of the dth dimension. The velocity of the ith particle is represented
as vi = (vi1 , vi2 , ..., viD ). The best previous position of any particle is recorded as the
personal best called pbest. The best solution visited by the whole swarm so far is the
global best called gbest. The swarm is initialised with a population of random solutions.
According to the pbest and the gbest, the algorithm searches for the best solution by
updating particles’ positions and velocities using the following formulae:
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t+1
t
= w ∗ vid
+ c1 ∗ r1 ∗ (pid − xtid ) + c2 ∗ r2 ∗ (pgd − xtid )
vid

xt+1
id

=

xtid

+

t+1
vid

(1)
(2)

where t means that the algorithm is going on the tth iteration. c1 and c2 are acceleration
constants. r1 and r2 are random values uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. pid presents the
pbest while pgd presents the gbest. w is the inertia weight first introduced by Shi and
Eberhart [34]. w can make a balance between the global search and the local search to
t
improve the performance of PSO. The velocity vid
is limited by a maximum velocity,
t+1
∈ [−vmax , vmax ] and vmax is predefined based on the problem to be solved.
vid
Eberhart and Shi [13] suggested vmax to be set at about 10 − 20% of the dynamic range
of the variable in each dimension.
3.2 Binary Particle Swarm Optimisation
PSO was originally proposed for continuous optimisation. Kennedy and Eberhart [18]
developed a binary PSO (BPSO), which can be used for discrete problems. In BPSO,
the position of each particle is encoded by a binary string. xid , pid and pgd are restricted
to 0 or 1. The velocity in BPSO represents the probability of an element in the position
taking value 1. Equation (1) is still applied to update the velocity. A sigmoid function
s(vid ) is introduced to transform vid into the range of 0 and 1. BPSO updates the position of the particle according to the following formulae:

xid =

1, if rand() <
0, otherwise

1
1 + e−vid

(3)

where rand() is a random number selected from a uniform distribution in [0,1]. vid is
transformed to [0,1] by a sigmoid limiting function.

4 PSO for Feature Selection
PSO shares many similarities with EC algorithms like GAs, but compared with GAs,
PSO has its own advantages such as converging quickly and computationally inexpensive [52]. Both continuous PSO and binary PSO have been used for feature selection.
Generally, when a continuous PSO algorithm is applied to feature selection problems,
a particle in the swarm is formed by a vector of n real numbers, where n is the total
number available features. In order to determine whether a feature will be selected or
not, a threshold is needed to compare with the value in the vector. In BPSO, the representation of a particle is a n-bit binary string. The feature mask is Boolean that “1”
represents that the feature is selected and “0” otherwise. A short review of recent work
on PSO for feature selection will be presented in this section.
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4.1 PSO Based Wrapper Feature Selection
Azevedo et al. [3] proposed a wrapper feature selection algorithm using PSO and support vector machines (SVM) for personal identification in a keystroke dynamic system.
Experimental results showed that the proposed approach produced better performance
than a GA with SVM regarding the classification error, processing time and the feature
reduction rate. However, the false acceptance rate of the program was still high.
As a relatively new EC technique, PSO cannot avoid to have some disadvantages. Its
high possibility to get stuck in local optima can be a typical example. Different strategies have been proposed to solve this problem. Yang et al. [50] proposed two BPSO
based algorithms using two chaotic maps, a logistic map and a tent map to determine
the inertia weights dynamically. The K-nearest neighbor (KNN) method with leaveone-out cross-validation (LOOCV) was applied in the wrapper models to evaluate the
classification accuracies. Experiments showed that the proposed methods, especially
BPSO with tent map, produced slightly higher classification accuracy than other methods, including sequential forward search (SFS), plus and take away (PTA), sequential
forward floating search (SFFS), sequential genetic algorithm (SGA) and different hybrid genetic algorithms (HGAs).
Yang et al. [49] constructed a strategy for gbest using Boolean operator to improve BPSO. When gbest fitness was identical after three iterations, a Boolean operator
‘and(.)’ would ‘and’ each bit of the pbest of all particles to create a new binary string.
This new binary string would replace the old gbest. KNN with LOOCV was also applied to evaluate the classification accuracies in the experiments. Results illustrated that
the proposed method usually achieved higher classification accuracy with fewer features
than GA and BPSO. However, proposed BPSOs were not compared with other variations of PSO, which might produce better results. Chuang et al. [9] developed another
resetting strategy for gbest to improve the performance of BPSO for feature selection.
gbest would be reset to zero if the gbest fitness maintained the same value after several
iterations. The fitness of each particle was evaluated by KNN with LOOCV. Experiments were conducted on gene expression data sets. Results showed that this method
effectively reduced the number of needed features and got the higher classification accuracy than the method created by Yang et al [49] in most cases.
Chuang et al [10] also applied another resetting strategy called catfish effect to improve BPSO. Similar to [9], if the fitness of gbest stayed the same for a predefined number of iterations, ten percent of the population with the worst fitness would be forced
to extreme positions which were either all 0s or all 1s randomly. The reported results
of this method were better than BPSO and those such deterministic algorithms as SFS,
PTA, SFFS and current stochastic algorithms for feature selection including simple GA
and hybrid GAs on all data sets. However, only 5 runs were conducted for stochastic algorithms. Another improved BPSO algorithm was proposed in [26] for gene expression
data. Speed concept was introduced to update particles’ positions instead of velocity
to increase the probability of not choosing a feature. In this way, PSO was able to
find much smaller feature subsets than [9] and other compared methods. However, this
method also reduced the accuracy in the cases, which might require a higher number
of features in order to create a good prediction. Therefore, there were only six out of
the ten data sets which had a higher average accuracy than [9]. Furthermore, except for
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some data sets which have 100% accuracy in all the runs, with a 10-run experiment, the
standard deviations of the results on the remaining data sets were quite high (ranging
from 0.3 to 0.9). There was also no statistical significance test done for the results.
In order to simultaneously maximise the classification accuracy and minimize the
number of features selected, an aggregate fitness function was proposed for BPSO in
[47]. This BPSO evolved in two stages. Classification error rate was the only measure
used in the fitness function of the first stage. In the second stage, the subset size was
added into the fitness function with an adaptive weight. This method evolved smaller
feature subsets and higher classification performance than the standard BPSO and the
PSO using only stage one. Alba et al. [1] combined geometric BPSO with SVM for feature selection where current position, pbest and gbest were used as three parents in a
three-parent mask-based crossover operator to determine the new position for each particle. SVM with 10-fold cross-validation was applied in the fitness evaluation process.
An aggregate fitness function was used to simultaneously maximise the classification
accuracy and minimize the number of features with different weights. Compared to the
second algorithm proposed in this paper which combined GA with SVM, this method
performed slightly better with smaller feature subsets. Experiments also showed that
the initialisation of the PSO produced a great influence in the performance, since it
introduced an early subset of acceptable solutions in the evolution process.
Based on this motivation, Xue et al [45] proposed three mechanisms to initialize particles in PSO for feature selection in classification. While small initialisation method
generated particles with a small number of roughly 10% of features selected, the large
initialisation method generated particles with a random large number of more than 50%
of features selected. The mixed method used the small initialisation for most of the
particles (about two-thirds) and the large initialisation for the remainders. The mixed
initialisation gave the best results of the three methods. Although achieving as a good
classification performance as that of standard PSO, the feature subsets evolved by the
mixed method are smaller than those of PSO in eight out of 14 data sets, thereby, reducing the computation time. Additionally, the paper also introduced three new updating
mechanisms for pbest, gbest. Combining the mixed initialisation method with the new
updating method achieved much smaller subsets and better or at least similar accuracy
as the standard PSO and the two-stage algorithm [46,47].
Unler et al. [39] proposed a wrapper feature selection method for binary classification problems based on a modified BPSO and a logistic regression model. In this study,
BPSO was modified by extending social learning to update the velocity of the particles.
An adaptive feature subset selection strategy was developed, where the features were
selected not only according to their independent likelihood calculated by BPSO, but
also according to their contribution to the subset of features already selected. Meanwhile, this strategy maintained a list of features, which had already been considered for
feature addition. Only a limited number of features were considered to be selected in the
feature subset, thus the computational effort for the classification learning was reduced.
Experimental results indicated that the proposed method outperformed tabu search and
scatter search algorithms.
Based on a statistical clustering method and BPSO, Lane et al. [20] developed a new
wrapper feature selection algorithm, where features are grouped into different clusters
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by the statistical clustering method based on their similarity, i.e. relatively homogeneous
features in the same group. The proposed algorithm aimed to select one representative
features from each cluster. The results show that by selecting only a very small number
of features, the algorithm can achieve similar or even better classification performance
than using all features. Later, multiple or zero features are allowed to be selected from
each cluster in [21] to further improve the classification performance.
A wrapper multi-objective PSO was proposed by Xue et al [48] using the nondominated sorting concept (NSPSOFS) and the crowding, mutation and dominance
concept (CMDPSOFS) to evolve non-dominated solutions for feature selection in classification. The results showed that both algorithms achieved more and better solutions
than existing deterministic feature selection algorithms, i.e. linear forward selection
(LFS), greedy stepwise backward selection (GSBS), and stochastic algorithms as the
standard PSO, and the two-stage PSO [47]. By using the strategies of maintaining the
diversity of the swarm, CMDPSOFS outperformed NSPSOFS and other three wellknown evolutionary multi-objective algorithms, namely non-dominated sorting-based
multi-objective GA II, strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm 2 and Pareto archived
evolutionary strategy on 12 benchmark data sets. The performance of continuous PSO
and binary PSO for multi-objective feature selection is compared in [44]. The results
show that continuous PSO generally achieved better performance than binary PSO.
More PSO based filter feature selection algorithms can be seen from [2,25,51].
4.2 PSO Based Filter Feature Selection
Wang et al [40] proposed a filter feature selection approach based on an improved BPSO
and rough sets theory. In this BPSO method, velocity was used to determine the number
of bits should be changed in the binary position of the particle. The fitness function combined the dependency degree of classes on features calculated according to the rough
sets theory and the proportion of the selected features. Experimental results showed that
the improved BPSO was computationally less expensive than a GA using rough sets in
terms of both memory and running time. However, the classification performance of the
feature subsets was only tested on LEM2 algorithm, which had some bias for rough set
based algorithms. A fuzzy sets based fitness function was introduced by Chakraborty
[7] to build a BPSO based filter feature selection algorithm. Feature evaluation index
[31] was used in the fitness function. It aimed to find a feature subset which had minimum intraclass ambiguity and maximum interclass ambiguity. Experiments with the
Iris and Sonar data sets illustrated that the proposed BPSO performed better than GA
did. However, both Iris and Sonar include a relatively small number of features.
Cervante et al. [6] developed two filter based approaches using BPSO. In the first
algorithm, mutual information was used to measure the relevance between features and
the class labels and the redundancy between a pair of features. Meanwhile, entropy was
employed in the second method to measure the relevance of a group of features to the
class labels and the redundancy within a group of features. Both algorithms used an
aggregate fitness function combining the relevance level and the redundancy level with
different weights. The results showed that the first algorithm evolved smaller subsets
while the second one produced better classification accuracy. However, the classification performance using the feature subsets evolved by both algorithms was just as good
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as using all the features in three out of four data sets. This confirms one of the drawbacks
of filter based approaches. Xue et al [43] further explored the effectiveness of mutual
information and entropy in multi-objective feature selection. These two measures were
combined with non-dominated sorting concept and the crowding, mutation and dominance concept as in [48] to form four different multi-objective BPSO algorithms: NSfsMI, NSfsE, CMDfsMI, CMDfsE. The results showed that the proposed multi-objective
approaches achieved better solutions than the single-objective BPSO using the same
measures [6]. The algorithms using entropy achieved better classification performance
than those using mutual information. Although algorithms using mutual information
selected a smaller number of features than those using entropy in single-objective algorithms, this observation did not appear in multi-objective algorithms. CMDfsMI and
CMDfsE outperformed all the other methods in terms of both the number of features
and the classification performance.
Some studies not only used PSO for feature selection but also employed PSO to
optimize parameters for the classification algorithm used to evaluate the feature subsets. Lin et al. [23] proposed a wrapper feature selection approach (PSO+SVM), which
simultaneously determined the parameters and picked a subset of features using continuous PSO. Radial basis kernel function (RBF) with two parameters was used in SVM.
In PSO+SVM, each particle with (n + 2) variables represents n features and 2 parameters. Experiments with 10-fold crossover validation demonstrated that the classification
accuracy of PSO+SVM outperformed that of a grid search, a newton SVM and a Lagrangian SVM. The PSO+SVM approach could simultaneously determine the parameter values and find a subset of features without the lowering the classification accuracy.
Similarly, Huang et al. [15] also developed a wrapper method (PSO-SVM) for feature selection and parameters determination in one process. The difference between
PSO-SVM and PSO+SVM [23] was that PSO-SVM used binary PSO and continuous
PSO to simultaneously optimize the feature subset and SVM kernel parameters, respectively. Experiments with 10-fold crossover validation showed that PSO-SVM could
determine the parameters, search the discriminating feature subset simultaneously and
also achieve high classification accuracy.
Mohemmed et al. [27] proposed a hybrid method (PSOAdaBoost), which incorporated PSO with an AdaBoost framework for face detection. The PSOAdaBoost algorithm picked the best feature subset and determined the decision thresholds of
AdaBoost simultaneously, so it could speed up the process of the training and increase
the accuracy of weak classifiers. The method encoded the particle with the feature parameters and two centroids which were used to label an instance into the positive or
negative class. Experimental results showed that PSOAdaBoost could be trained in a
much shorter time and improve the performance of feature selection. This method used
different learning algorithms and test problems with PSO+SVM [23] and PSO-SVM
[15], but all of them could optimize the feature subset and parameters in one process.
A filter-based PSO was introduced by Guan et al [14] for feature selection in microarray data sets. Two informativeness metrics constructed based on ANOVA statistics
were used to evaluate feature subsets. The experiment results on two binary-class data
sets were compared with six methods including the Two-Phase EA/KNN, the SVM, the
GA-SVM, the EA, the Redundancy based and the PSO-SVM. Although the proposed
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method always evolved the smallest subsets, it can only achieved the best accuracy on
one dataset. More than ten independent runs should be conducted and statistical significant test should be done in order to have a stronger conclusion. A two-stage based filter
feature selection algorithm using BPSO was proposed in [33], where k-means technique was used in the first stage to cluster features into k clusters. Then, signal-to-noise
ratio score was used as a filter approach to select the best feature from each cluster.
The k selected features were transfered into the second stage for PSO to search for the
optimal subset. SVM, KNN and Probabilistic Neural Network were used to evaluate
the goodness of the selected features. The results showed that the proposed method
achieved higher accuracy with much smaller subsets than using all features. However,
the experiment was applied on only four binary-class gene data sets. The efficiency of
the proposed method were not discussed and compared with any other EC techniques.
The different setting values of k used in k-means technique for different data sets might
require some expert knowledge about microarray data. The work in [33] is similar to
that in [20,21], but use different clustering methods to group features. It will be interesting to investigate their advantages and disadvantages by comparing with each other.
More PSO based filter feature selection algorithms can be seen from [4,5,8,36,38,42].

5 Conclusions: Current Issues and Challenges
Many different EC algorithms have been applied to feature selection problems. In recent
work, both filter and wrapper approaches were developed and feature selection was also
regarded as multi-objective problems. This paper mainly reviewed recent PSO based
feature selection approaches. In conclusion, some discussions about current issues and
challenges as well as some possible research directions of PSO for feature selection are
given as follows:
– Feature selection for large-scale classification with thousands or tens of thousands
of features is still a challenging task, since most of the existing methods have difficulties to scale up to such high dimensions. These problems typical require a novel
search mechanism and evaluation methods;
– High computational cost is one of the main problems in feature selection. Efficient
evaluation or fitness measures can significantly speed up the feature selection process. This can be achieved by developing new filter measures, such as information
theory measures, consistency measures, statistical measures, and fuzzy or rough
sets based measures;
– In PSO or other EC based feature selection methods, the traditional representation
is one of the issues limiting their performance on large-scale complex problems.
Developing a novel representation is also an open issue but with very few existing
works. The novel representation can be continuous or discrete (or binary) and fixedlength or variable length;
– Feature selection is an NP hard problem which requires a powerful global search
technique. To improve the performance of an EC based approach, new search mechanisms are needed to develop, which may involve local search, hybrid different EC
search mechanisms and so on;
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– The number of features and the classification performance are often conflicting
objectives, but only a small number of multi-objective feature works have been
conducted. Meanwhile, developing new evaluation metrics and further selection
method to choose a single solutions from a set of trade-off solutions are also an
interesting topics, and
– Feature selection is not only important in classification, but also for other problems,
such as clustering and regression problems. Feature selection in such domains will
also be interesting.
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